
 

Pasta, Beans & Rice Rotary Fill & Seal Packing Machine 
GPB6-260/GPB6-340 
 

 
 
GAOGEPAK provides turn-key solutions for packaging dry and dusty products like beans, rice and 
pasta. Operating in an environment with fine particulates can put a lot of strain on moving parts. 
Thanks to the superior engineering of GAOGEPAK equipment, our packaging machines deliver 
smooth, repeatable bagging even in harsh conditions. 
 
Bagging dusty, granular and dry goods is simple and efficient with GAOGEPAK’s GPB machines 
and their ability to integrate with a wide variety of ancillary equipment. Multihead scales, volumetric 
fillers, check weighers, metal detection and other equipment can be added to your GAOGEPAK 
rice, bean or pasta packager, making it the heart of a finely-tuned automated packaging system. 
 
Feature: 
 
Easy to operate, adopt advanced PLC from Germany Siemens, mate with touch screen and 
electric control system, the man-machine interface is friendly. 
 
Automatic checking function: no pouch or pouch open error, no fill, no seal. the bag can be used 
again, avoid wasting packing materials and raw materials. 
 
Safety device: Machine stop at abnormal air pressure, heater disconnection alarm. 
 
The width of the bags could be adjusted by electrical motor. Press the control-button could adjust 
the width of clip, easily operate, and save time. 
 
The part where touch to the materials is made of stainless steel and according with the request of 
GMP.  



 
Specifications: 
 

Model GPB6-260 GPB6-340 

Working Stations Number Six 

Pre-made Pouch Types 
Heat sealable premade side seal bags, like gusseted bag, flat 

bottom bags, zipper bags, stand-up bags, spout bags, etc. 

Pre-made Pouch Size 
Width: 140 to 260mm  Width: 200 to 340mm 

Length: 150 to 400mm  Length: 200 to 450mm 

Capacity 20 to 40bpm (depending on product and pouches) 

Filling Range 10 to 5000g (depending on the product) 

Power Consumption 2.0kw 2.1kw 

Air Consumption 0.4 m³/min (supplied by the user) 

Outer Dimension 1700*1300*1400mm 1900*1300*1500mm 

 


